
Harwell Recreation Ground - proposal for car park refurbishment 

M Ricketts 19/8/2019 

The Parish Council is already considering putting gates at the recreation ground car park entrance. There is a general 

need to refurbish the car park because: 

The surface is worn, and there is considerable damage to the surface around the 3 remaining trees within 

the parking area. The trees are near the end of their lives and not much can be done without removing them 

and their roots and resurfacing the area around them. 

The markings have almost been eroded, and the layout is not optimal, and there should be provision for 

disabled spaces and cycles. 

If possible there should be a well-defined pedestrian route from Westfield that is respected by drivers when 

parking – this and the parking space marking were requested at this year’s APM. Currently even before the 

car park is full cars and pedestrians have to share use of the half near Westfield. The pedestrian route needs 

to be direct and where it will be used, and not tucked away on the edge. 

The state of the surface around the trees is shown below: 

 

 



This is the existing plan with Westfield at the top and north roughly to the left is: 

 



The suggested work to be done is as follows, with the revised plan on the next page. The order listed is 

approximately but not necessarily the order they would need to be done. 

Because of the surface damage and their limited life, all the cherry trees should be removed. New areas of 

vegetation are proposed and these might contain large shrubs but nothing that would result in root damage to the 

car park surface. So, remove cherry trees within parking area, excavate the roots where surface is damaged and put 

in base level material to make good sound surface. 

Remove cherry tree by entrance and excavate any large roots within open ground in corner. 

Remove tarmac and base material to leave bare earth in 3 areas coloured green, install kerbing and top soil for 

planting. These will be planted as replacement for trees. 

Modify the wall on north side of entrance (towards bowls green) to provide pedestrian entrance separated from 

vehicle entrance by gate post, and gate vehicle entrance 

Remove kerb and path along north edge of parking area south of low wall, and make parking surface. 

Replace a section of the grass in front of clubhouse by parking surface. Move bollards and install lockable bollard as 

required. This area will be used for cycles and disabled parking – the layout of this area is not seen as final; there’s a 

need to consider access to the club building. 

Install mesh support in area M, possibly splayed towards the rec. and re-grass the area, to reduce erosion of grass 

where the path ends. 

Remove kerb and make pedestrian ramp to path by pavilion. 

Remove the 2 shallow humps. Install new humps if these are wanted. 

Resurface the whole area, and use a distinct colour for the pedestrian route, such as green. It could possibly be 

raised slightly. The cycle parking areas could also be differentiated. 

Install bollards along south edge of pedestrian route positioned to allow for vehicles turning as they enter and leave 

the parking areas. 

Mark surface with parking spaces 2.4m wide, Blue Badge parking spaces and surround as per standard (3 off) and 

cycle park areas. 

Install ‘sheffield’  stainless cycle stands in 3 areas, numbers and spacing tbd. One area should  have a canopy. 

 

The proposed plan is below: 



 


